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Abstract: Assortment of finished products of meat in the consumer market in Ukraine is quite wide, 
but a large number of products are very varied in quality. Today quality control of meat and meat 
products is very important. Doing assessing of a quality of meat, the importance is focused on meat 
organoleptic characteristics which shall identify the most characteristic features of a particular type 
of meat for the consumer and classify them. The following distinguishing features of meat freshness 
are: the number of fibers, medium size, color, edge definition fibers. A method for operational quality 
control for meat products by customers in the points of product sale based on the optical methods 
using modern digital optoelectronic has been developed. In the article are described problems that 
shall be solved to implement optical method of operational identification of a meat type. The 
operational analysis method allows getting fast results and assesses the structure of most types of 
meat products, which gives reason to recommend it for quality control and detect adulteration of meat 
products. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Today a consumer has an opportunity to 
choose a product from a wide range of 
goods with the same (or similar) consumer 
properties, but here he encounters another 
problem – how to evaluate a product 
quality with the optimal properties out of 
this range. Under these conditions of 
commodity sufficiency the consumer 
should be provided with as much 
information as possible to enable him to 
identify the product properly and buy the 
one quality product that will satisfy his 
needs to the fullest extent.  
An important factor in assurance of the 
required quality of the food products is the 
availability of the objective information 

about the quality parameters obtained by 
measurements using appropriate methods 
and techniques. The correct choice of the 
measurement methods and techniques is 
essential to ensure the information 
adequacy on the actual level of the food 
product quality. In determining the quality 
of meat the most typical features of a 
particular type of meat shall be identified  
for the consumer, classified, for example, 
using the pattern identification theory and 
up-to-date programming units.  
The operational impact on the production 
process of meat and meat products shall be 
an objective of the modern process 
organization in order to minimize the 
consumer and environmental risks. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 
The range and sales of meat products have 
significantly increased over the recent 
years. In the meat market, being in the 
steady demand of consumers, its various 
types are available and it is sometimes 
hard to the customer to choose a quality 
product out of this variety.  
Increase in the production rates and 
volumes of output of the meat industry 
requires improvement of existing and 
development of new production processes, 
which ensure efficient use of raw material 
resources, increase in the output and 
improvement in the product quality.  
The following parameters play the main 
role in assessing the quality of meat:  
• contents of ingredients used by the body 
for biological synthesis and covering the 
metabolic cost;  
• organoleptic characteristics (appearance, 
odor, color, texture);  
• absence of toxic substances and 
pathogens.  
According to Law of Ukraine “On the 
Safety and Quality of Food Products” all 
food products getting to the consumer 
market shall pass the safety check during 
the compulsory certification. It is 
practically impossible to detect 
adulteration using conventional methods, 
because one has to check not only the type 
and grade of products, but also to carry out 
their identification by ingredients making 
it possible to identify and verify the 
adequacy of the information specified on 
the label, compliance with the formulation, 
type and name of the product [1].  
Enzyme immunoassay methods, 
chromatographic methods and PCR 
diagnostics are used most of all. They are 
highly sensitive, accurate and fast. 
However, they are difficult to adapt to such 
complicated multicomponent systems as 
meat products and with all the advantages 
of these methods they are not able to detect 
substitution of meat with other animal 

ingredients – lacteal gland, liver, vascular 
glands and other by-products. Application 
of chemical, physicochemical and 
biochemical methods provides information 
about the energy value of meat products 
[1].  
The existing control methods shall be 
improved towards their cheapening and 
approaching the point of sale to increase 
the reliability and efficiency of 
identification of the meat quality. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
The range of end products of meat is quite 
wide in the consumer market in Ukraine, 
but a large number of products vary in 
quality. As studies show [2], in many cases 
while producing food items from meat, 
producers substitute meat with the 
phytogenic products, including soy protein, 
introduce low value additives, which were 
not provided by formula, and often use 
tainted meat or reused materials. Quality 
control of meat and meat products is the 
most topical issue today. The control 
methods in Ukraine are obsolete and do 
not enable to determine all modern 
adulterations. Forthis purpose many 
European countries such as Germany, 
Austria, and Russia apply microstructure 
analysis of meat products based on the 
principles of histopathological and 
histochemical examinations. 
Method of microstructural analysis is a 
methodological approach to the study of 
short-term cognitive and executive actions. 
It is assumed that in each time interval 
after receiving instructions for the 
execution of action – specific input data 
conversion happens due to inclusion of a 
particular functional unit [3]. 
Meat products at various stages of 
processing treatment, as well as finished 
products retain their morphological 
features. Therefore, using microstructure 
analysis of raw materials, semi-finished or 
finished products, we can determine the 
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presence of certain types of tissues, organs, 
spices, and low-grade additives [2, 4–6]. 
The microstructure analysis makes it 
possible not only to detect adulteration but 
also to control the compliance of the 

ingredients of the meat products with the 
approved formula [7]. 
The conclusion on the meat freshness is 
drawn based on the test results [8], 
according to the distinguishing features 
shown in Table 1.  

 Table 1 
Organoleptic indicators of meat of different grade of freshness 

Indicator 
Characteristic feature of meat 

Fresh Doubtful freshness Tainted  
Color and 
appearance of 
product 

Drying crust is pale pink or 
pale red 

Wet in places, slightly 
sticky, darkened 

Very dried, covered with 
grayish-brown slime or mold 

State of fat 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beef has a white, yellowish 
or yellow color; firm 
texture, crumbles when 
squeezing 
Pork has a white or pale 
pink color, soft, elastic 
Chicken has a pale yellow 
or yellow color 

Has a grayish-matte shade, 
slightly sticks to fingers 
 
 
 
 
Chicken has a pale yellow 
or yellow color 

Has a grayish-matte shade, 
smears when squeezing.  
Pork fat can be covered with 
a bit of mold. The smell is 
rancid (expresses bitterness). 
Chicken fat has a pale white 
color with a gray shade 

Muscles in the cut Slightly wet, do not leave 
wet spots on filter paper; 
color is common to  this 
type of meat 

Wet, leave wet spots on 
filter paper, are slightly 
sticky; have a dark red 
color 

Wet, leave wet spots on filter 
paper, are sticky; have a red-
brown color 

Texture  The meat is dense and 
elastic in the cut; flexible, 
when pressing with a finger 
a dent appears, which is 
quickly recovered 

The meat is less dense in 
the cut, when pressing with 
a finger a dent appears, 
which is slowly recovered 

The meat is flabby in the cut, 
when pressing with a finger 
a dent appears, which is not 
recovered  

Odor Peculiar, specific to each 
type of fresh meat 

Slightly acid with a hint of 
mustiness 

Acid or musty or slightly 
odorous 

State of tendon Tendons are elastic, dense, 
articular surfaces are 
smooth, shiny 

Tendons are less dense, 
have a dull white color. 
Articular surfaces are 
slightly covered with slime 

Tendons are softened, have a 
grayish color. Articular 
surfaces are covered with 
slime 

 
The choice of the characteristic features 
was made based on the study results 
specified in [1, 2] and on their control 
availability using simple optical devices 
(digital cameras). 
For the application of the proposed 
approach for the operational control of the 
meat quality, it is necessary to identify the 
most characteristic features of a particular 
type of meat for the consumer and classify 
them, for example, using pattern 
recognition theory and up-to-date 
programming units. A pattern recognition 
system involves the following three 

aspects [9]: data acquisition and 
preprocessing; data representation; 
decision making. 
Pattern recognition presents one of the 
most significant challenges for scientists 
and engineers, and many different 
approaches have been proposed [10]. 
Within the artificial intelligence theory 
pattern recognition is included in the 
broader science discipline – computer-
assisted instruction theory, which purpose 
is to develop algorithm design methods 
able to learn. Machine pattern recognition 
mainly has two basic methods: statistics 
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pattern recognition and structure pattern 
recognition [11]. 
Pattern recognition is widely applicable 
and is used in the creation of all computer 
systems having intellectual functions, i.e. 
functions related to decision making 
instead of a human: computer-aided 
diagnosis, criminalistics expert 
examination, information search and data 
mining, etc. 
Each image is a set of numbers that 
describe the properties and are called 
attributes. Ordered set of attributes of an 
object is called feature vectors. Feature 
vector is a point in the space of features. 
The classifier or the decision rule is a 
function that assigns a class to the feature 
vector pattern, to which it belongs. 
The problem of pattern recognition can be 
divided into a number of subtasks. 
1. Generation of signs - measurement or 
calculation of numerical features that 
characterize the object. 
2. Selecting features - identifying the most 
informative features for classification (both 
early signs, and their functions can be 
included in this set). 
3. Building the classifier formation of the 
decision rule, under which the 
classification is made. 
4. Evaluation of the classification quality - 
calculation of the rate of classification 
accuracy (accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, 
first and second kind errors). 
Let us introduce the notation and formulate 
a mathematical classification problem. 
We use the following classification 
problem model [12]:  
Ω – a set of recognition objects (pattern 
space).  
ω: ωΩ – recognition object (pattern).  
g (ω): Ω →M, M={1, 2, ..., m} – indicator 
function that breaks up the pattern space 
into Ω to m of disjoined classes Ω1, Ω2, ..., 
Ωm. Indicator function is unknown to the 
observer.  
X – space of observations perceived by the 
observer (feature space).  

x (ω): Ω → X – function that assigns to 
each object ω point x (ω) in the feature 
space. Vector x (ω) is the pattern of the 
object perceived by the observer. In the 
feature space disjoint set of points is 
determined Ki∩X, i=1, 2 ..., m, 
corresponding samples of one class.  
gˆ(x): X → M – decision rule – estimation 
for g(ω) based on x(ω), that is gˆ(x) = 
gˆ(x(ω)).  
Let (xj)=x(ω j), j=1, 2 ..., N – the 
information about function g(ω) and x(ω) 
be available the observer but most of these 
features are unknown to the observer. Then 
(gj, xj), j=1, 2 ..., N – there are many 
precedents.  
The problem is to construct such decision 
rule gˆ(x) to make the recognition with the 
minimum number of errors.  
The usual case - to consider the feature 
space as Euclidean of X = R1. The quality 
of decision rule is measured with the 
frequency of proper solutions. Usually it is 
estimated by providing a certain 
probability measure to a set of objects Ω. 
Then the problem is written as min 
P{gˆ(x(ω)) ≠ g(ω)}. 
The following problems shall be solved to 
implement optical method of operational 
identification of a type of meat:  
1) determine the characteristic features of 
a particular type of meat based on a 
number of pictures of different types of 
meat;  
2) create a mathematical model of types of 
meat that will consider its characteristic 
features (virtual standards of types of 
meat);  
3) develop algorithms for operational 
identification, which based on the pattern 
recognition theory will quickly identify a 
type of meat and its level of quality by a 
consumer himself. 
Operational quality control method for 
meat products was developed based on the 
analysis made, shown in Figure 1. 
At the first stage we determine 
identification characteristics of different 
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types of meat: number of fibers, average 
fiber size, color, and edge definition of 
fibers. The color of meat is one of the main 
quality indicators, estimated by a 
consumer, by which a marketable 
appearance of products is judged, as well 
as some chemical transformations, which 
may take place in the meat. Muscular 
tissue is the main edible part, which 

consists of separate long thin fibers 
covered with a thin translucent membrane. 
The basis of connective tissue is collagen 
and elastin fibers. There are following 
types of connective tissue depending on 
their ratio and location: loose, dense, 
elastin and reticular. 
 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Algorithm of the operational quality control for meat products
  
In order to identify the type of the meat 
samples, one should determine their 
statistical characteristics of the meat 
features, such as mathematical expectation 
and dispersion.  
According to the study it is necessary to 
create a classifier of types of meat, which 
shall include a database with statistical 
characteristics of meat features 
classification. This classification is shown 
in Table 2. 

Its statistical characteristics are determined 
based on the results of estimate of the meat 
classification features and comparison is 
made by the features being in the classifier. 
The meat under examination is identified 
when comparing the characteristics and 
probability estimate is made by the 
decision rule. 
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Table 2 
Meat features classification  

Features Pork Beef Chicken 
Number of fibers nc nт nк 

 Average fiber size dс dт dк 
Color pale-pink to red pale-pink to dark red pale pink to pink 

 Edge definition of fibers ŋс ŋт ŋк 

 
4. Conclusions  
 
Adulteration of meat not only has an effect 
on the lower quality of the finished 
products, but it may be a hazardous factor 
for consumers’ health. 
Operational analysis method enables not to 
conduct additional analyses to obtain 
characteristics of the sample under 
examination. This enables to use this 
method in different operating conditions 
and facilitates the analysis. 
Use of operational analysis enables to 
identify adulteration, establish a grade of 
freshness and meat composition, its 
substitution with various ingredients. 
Today there is an urgent need for means of 
quality control of meat products in the 
places of distribution. These facilities must 
meet two basic requirements: to provide a 
sufficient level reliability of information on 
the status of quality meat and have a low 
price that will contribute to mass use. 
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